
Ruffle

Pendant



Materials

 

John Bead Czech Seed Beads

Size 6/0 Amber Mix, SKU 10627185

Size 8/0 Barley Ivory, SKU 10549078

Size 11/0 Gold Silver Lined, SKU 10627236

Size 11/0 Pink Metallic Solgel, SKU 10627235 

 

Buy 2 Packs, 23mm Rings, 10547744

 

Metallic Gold Wooden Round 10mm Bead, SKU 10547800

 

Gold Rondelle Bead, SKU 10242632 

or 

Gold Metal Lantern Bead, SKU 10290550

 

Wildfire Beading Thread, SKU 10470337

 

Natural Waxed Cotton Cord, SKU 10148070

 

Size #12 Beading Needle, SKU 10348545

 

Copper Fish Hook Ear Wires, SKU 10469005

 

Precision Scissors, SKU 10591717

 

Chain Nose Pliers, SKU 10121794 

 

Beading Mat, SKU 10348546

 

Beginner Bead-weaving

 

1 hour



In this class we will learn a fun spin of brick stitch on a component. Create a

ruffle design using John Bead Czech Seed Beads. This design can become a

pendant, earrings, or both! 

Abbreviations

S8 - Size 8/0 Seed Bead, Barley Ivory

S6A - Size 6/0 Seed Bead, select desired color from the Amber Mix

S6B - Size 6/0 Seed Bead, select desired color from the Amber Mix

S11 - Size 11/0 Seed Bead, select pink metallic or silver-lined gold    

Step 1 

Cut 40" of beading thread. Leaving a 7" tail, tie a double knot onto the ring

component. String (1)S8, (1)S6A, (1)S8. Needle under the ring and through

the center of the ring. Come back through the last S8. [String (1)S6A and

(1)S8. Needle under the ring and through the center. Come back up through

the last S8] seven times. 



Step 2

[String (1)S6B. Go through the next S6A] eight times. String (1)S6B. Go

through the next S8, needle under the ring and up through the center.

Come back through the S8 and S6B. 

Step 3

[String (3)S11. Go through the next S6B] eight times. Go through the

next S8, needle behind the ring and come up through the center and

back through the S8. Weave the working and tail threads into the

beadwork on each side. Tie a half-hitch knot if desired above an S8. Go

through the next bead and trim. 



Share your designs with 

#JohnBead and 

#MakeItWithMichaels

Step 4

Cut the desired length of cotton cord and fold to find the midpoint.

Bring the loop through the ring and bring both ends through that loop,

forming lark's knot. Sting a 10mm wooden bead and a 7-8mm metal

spacer onto both strands. Tie an overhand knot with both strands

above the spacer. Tie an adjustable knot, or use cord ends and a clasp,

to finish your necklace. In class we will demo an adjustable knot. 

Earrings! 

To make earrings, create the above design with 15 repeats of S6A in

Step 1, then complete the rest of the design as described, plus the

additional counts. At the end of Step 3, instead of going through the S8

again, string (8)S11 and go through the S6B on the other side.

Reinforce this and weave in thread. Open the loop on an ear wire and

connect to the center of the S11 strung.   


